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Abstract 
!Static instruction scheduling is an important comp~lation phase in modern processors to 
exploit higher instruction level parallelism (ILP). The constructed schedule must obey 
both data dependency constraints, imposed by the program semantics, and resource con- 
straints, imposed by the target architecture.: The resource constraints of the target ar- 
chitecture are specified using a resource usage model. An efficient resource usage model 
is essential in a high-performance instruction scheduler as increasingly large amount of 
scheduling time is spent on checking for resource conflicts. 
In this thesis, we propose two new resource usage models called Group Automaton 
and Dynamic Collision Matrix. The Group Automaton model is based on the fbite state 
automaton approach, but exploits certain symmetry In the constructed automaton to re- 
duce its size, a major concern in automaton based approaches. l ~ h e  group automaton uses 
the groupmg technique in which, instruction classes which have similar! but not identical -- 
resource usage patterns are grouped together:' In addition, we propose elegant techniques 
to handle dynamically shared resources and multiplicity of function units which are t y p  
ical in modern day processors. These techniques result in further reduction in the space 
required to store the automaton. [our next model, the dynamic collision matrix approach 
combines the advantages of automaton based and reservation table based approaches.): 
This model presents an interesting trade-off between the space requirements to store the 
resource usage model and computational requirements for scheduling an instruction. 
We report a quantitative comparison of these two resource usage models with three 
existing models for two target architectures, namely MIPS R8000 and the Cydra VLIW 
processor in a simple instruction scheduling framework. The experimental study involves 
evaluating the trade-offs in the space required to store the resource usage models and 
the computational requirements for scheduling a set of 927 basic blocks extracted from 
several scientific benchmark programs. The quantitative study indicates that the proposed 
vii 
models result in significant reduction in either space or in computational requirements. 
Nest, we present a classification of various resource models' based on 3-axes: (i) the level 
of abstraction used by them (in modelling resource usage), (ii) the space required to store 
the model, and (iii) their computational requirements in scheduling instructions. Our 
ciassification of the resource mode!s based on the level of abstraction gives the perspective 
that the Merent  resource models are, in fact, a continuum of points in a spectrum of 
resource modeid 
Lastly: we estend the grouping technique for the automaton based model in the con- 
text of software pipelining, an aggressive instruction scheduling technique which exploits 
parallelism in the loops by overlapping the execution of different iterations of the loop. 
Experimental results show a significant reduction in the number of states of the automa- 
ton due to grouping. Finally, we propose a few other related techniques to reduce the 
space requirements of the automaton based resource usage models. We establish the cor- 
rectness of these optimizations and quantiOatively evaluate the performance gain due to 
them. 
